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ABSTRACT

A cloud-resolving model is used to test the hypothesis that radiative cooling by water vapor emission is the

primary control on the temperature of tropical anvil clouds. The temperature of ice clouds in the simulation

can be increased or decreased by changing only the emissivity of water vapor in the upper troposphere. The

effect of the model’s fixed ozone profile on stability creates a pressure-dependent inhibition of convection,

leading to a small warming in cloud-top temperature as SST is increased. Increasing stratospheric water vapor

also warms the cloud-top temperature slightly. Changing the latent heat of fusion reduces the cloud fraction at

high altitudes, but does not significantly change temperature at which cloud fraction peaks in the upper

troposphere. The relationship between radiatively driven horizontal mass convergence and cloud fraction

that causes cloud temperature to be insensitive to surface temperature is preserved when a large model

domain is used so that convection aggregates in a small part of the model domain.

1. Introduction

Climate feedbacks involving water vapor and clouds

are very important for the magnitude and structure of

climate change, and the strongest energy exchanges are

in the tropics. Hartmann and Larson (2002) proposed

a constraint on the temperature of tropical anvil clouds

derived from the Clausius–Clapeyron relation and the

emission lines of water vapor. This so called ‘‘fixed anvil

temperature’’ (FAT) hypothesis suggests that the tem-

perature where anvil clouds detrain is tied to the same

temperature where the relaxation time scale of clear-sky

radiative cooling diminishes. The temperature at which

saturation vapor pressure becomes small enough that

water vapor is an ineffective radiator is narrowly con-

strained by the Clausius–Clapeyron relation and is very

insensitive to surface temperature. Because water vapor

is the principal contributor to the cooling of the atmo-

sphere, as water vapor concentrations decline with tem-

perature in the upper troposphere, so must the efficiency

of atmospheric cooling by radiative emission. Hartmann

et al. (2001) demonstrated that the transition to low

vapor emissions currently occurs near 200 mb, well be-

low the tropical cold point tropopause. Observations

also show that anvil clouds detrain at around 200 mb

or about 218 K (Houze and Betts 1981). Saturation

water vapor concentration is purely a function of tem-

perature by the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship. Thus,

the atmosphere’s ability to cool itself declines as a

function of temperature (if relative humidity remains

constant), and the FAT hypothesis predicts that anvil

cloud emission temperatures will be very insensitive to

surface temperature, giving a strong longwave cloud

feedback.

The FAT hypothesis has been examined in both mod-

eling and observational studies. Model studies seeking to

test the FAT hypothesis have shown cloud-top tem-

peratures to be invariant to changes in sea surface

temperature (Hartmann and Larson 2002; Kuang and

Hartmann 2007). An earlier study testing tropical con-

vection sensitivity to sea surface temperature in a cloud-

resolving model had shown cloud-top temperatures

warm with increasing SSTs (Tompkins and Craig 1999).

However, Kuang and Hartmann (2007) argued that the

1-km vertical resolution of the model used by Tompkins

and Craig (1999) was insufficient for testing the FAT

hypothesis.

Observational studies have attempted to measure the

cloud-top temperature response to SST. Sea surface

temperature changes due to El Niño are a natural test

for model predictions. Xu et al. (2007) and Eitzen et al.

(2009) used Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy

System (CERES) data from the 1998 El Niño to observe
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how cloud-top temperature changes with sea surface

temperature. Sorting by sea surface temperature yielded

significantly different cloud-top temperatures—which

the authors suggested were due, in part, to differing

large-scale dynamical patterns. If, however, the data

were sorted by the precession cycle of the CERES sat-

ellite, the cloud-top temperature did not depend on sea

surface temperature—even though the sea surface tem-

peratures between precession cycles were found to be

significantly different (Xu et al. 2007; Eitzen et al. 2009).

‘‘Precession cycle’’ refers to the 46-day period over

which the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)

satellite completes its sampling of the diurnal cycle at

a given location.

The radiatively driven horizontal mass convergence

can be calculated following Kuang and Hartmann

(2007):
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›p
5

›

›p

Qclr

s

� �
, (1)

where 2$H � y is the horizontal convergence of velocity,

v is the pressure velocity, p is the pressure, Qclr is the

clear-sky heating rate (negative for cooling; averaged

over clear-sky columns only), and s 5 2(T/u)(›u/›p)

is the static stability. The decline in water vapor cooling

in the clear-sky results in the above radiatively driven

mass convergence in the clear sky. The FAT hypothe-

sis suggests that divergence in the convectively active

regions—needed to preserve mass continuity—is what

determines the detrainment level of the anvil clouds. In

short, the FAT hypothesis suggests that the anvil cloud

detrainment temperature is determined by the radiative

cooling due to water vapor and must, therefore, be very

nearly fixed.

Kubar et al. (2007) showed a strong correspondence

between radiatively driven mass convergence and anvil

cloud temperatures measured by the Moderate Reso-

lution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). Colder

anvil cloud temperatures were found in the western tropi-

cal Pacific, as compared to the eastern tropical Pacific

(Kubar et al. 2007). The anvil temperature differences

were attributed to differences in upper-tropospheric

(;200 mb) humidity between the two regions. Radia-

tively driven mass convergence also peaked at a warmer

temperature in the eastern Pacific because of both re-

duced humidity and enhanced stability. An analysis of

data from the Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer

(MISR) revealed differences in anvil cloud-top tem-

perature linked to changes in stability near and above

the outflow height (Chae and Sherwood 2010). Chae

and Sherwood (2010) also demonstrated, using a simple

statistical model, that the change in cloud-top temperature

is independent of any differences in lapse rate in layers

below 10.5 km or 200 mb. Zelinka and Hartmann (2010)

showed that the tropical clouds in Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change Fourth Assessment Report

(AR4) models rise with a warming climate following the

radiatively driven clear-sky mass convergence, and that

this explains the consistently positive longwave cloud

feedback in the AR4 models. They proposed a re-

finement of the FAT hypothesis: the Proportionately

Higher Anvil Temperature (PHAT) hypothesis. Like

the FAT hypothesis, the PHAT hypothesis predicts

anvil cloud detrainment to occur at the same level as

the clear-sky mass convergence. This clear-sky conver-

gence level, however, is not necessarily at a fixed tem-

perature. Zelinka and Hartmann (2011) used a suite of

satellites to compare clear-sky radiatively driven mass

convergence and observed anvil clouds in the tropics.

They found agreement between the retrieved cloud

fraction and the calculated clear-sky radiative conver-

gence (using cooling profiles calculated with the Fu–

Liou radiative transfer code (Fu and Liou 1992) with

retrieved temperature and humidity profiles as inputs).

Zelinka and Hartmann (2011) found that the data were

consistent with clouds rising to lower pressures while

remaining essentially the same temperature as SST in-

creased during El Niño.

Models and data suggest a strong link between radi-

atively driven mass convergence and cloud fraction.

There remains some question whether water vapor cool-

ing determines the temperature where the radiatively

driven mass convergence and cloud fraction peak. We

address that question here by changing only the radia-

tive cooling of water vapor in a cloud-resolving model.

We modify the emissivity of water vapor in the upper

troposphere and look for changes in the cloud-top

temperature. The FAT hypothesis predicts cloud-top

temperatures will increase when we decrease water va-

por emissivity in the upper troposphere, and vice versa.

Also, the change in cloud-top temperature should follow

a similar change in the radiatively driven clear-sky mass

convergence. We show the anvil clouds detrain where

the radiative cooling of water vapor weakens. This link

supports the FAT hypothesis: the clouds, and conse-

quently the cloud tops, rise in altitude to remain at

nearly constant temperature even as the surface tem-

perature rises.

We also address the evidence suggesting vertical static

stability in the upper troposphere as a factor in deter-

mining cloud-top temperature (Chae and Sherwood

2010; Zelinka and Hartmann 2010). While we show that

the cloud-top temperatures are quite similar under

changing sea surface temperature, slight variations exist

and are consistent with the idea that stronger stability
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suppresses the rise of cloud tops, resulting in small in-

creases in the cloud-top temperature as the surface

warms. Of course stability is determined by a combina-

tion of radiative heating and convection. We show that

in our model the warmer cloud tops are due to the ra-

diative heating of ozone, whose concentration is a func-

tion only of pressure.

We also examine the sensitivity of cloud temperature

to factors other than water vapor. Additional simula-

tions involve modifying other radiatively active gases.

We make modifications aimed at testing the relative

contributions of ozone and carbon dioxide to the radi-

atively driven mass convergence and cloud detrainment

levels. We find that removal of non-water-vapor trace

gases, especially ozone, cools the clouds through changes

in radiative cooling profiles and their effect on stability.

We also remove the clouds from the radiative transfer

calculation to see what impact the radiative effects of

clouds have for their own development. We show that

radiative interactions with clouds serve to alter the

clouds’ areal extent, but not the temperature level at

which they detrain.

Stratospheric water vapor may also play a non-

negligible role in determining the emissive temperature

of clouds in the upper tropical troposphere. Oman et al.

(2008) showed that sea surface temperature, ozone, and

large-scale ascent are all important in determining the

cold point tropopause temperature and hence the entry

value for stratospheric water vapor. They further sug-

gest that models with fixed ozone profiles may be biased

toward warmer cold point temperatures for increasing

sea surface temperatures. Chemistry–climate models

tend to have difficulty predicting the cold point tem-

perature (Pawson et al. 2000; Eyring et al. 2006), sug-

gesting that model-predicted stratospheric water vapor

has similar uncertainty. To determine the role of strato-

spheric water vapor in our model, we fix its value during

the simulations. We investigate the constraint of fixing

the stratospheric water vapor by comparing the base

concentration (3.5 ppmv) to the doubled concentration

(7 ppmv). We show that the higher concentration of

water vapor in the stratosphere warms the clouds because

of increased downwelling longwave radiation. This warm-

ing is consistent with a warming upper troposphere shown

in a GCM study investigating increases in stratospheric

water vapor (Rind and Lonergan 1995).

Another alternative explanation for the insensitivity

of cloud temperature to sea surface temperature is that

the latent heating from condensation and fusion declines

with temperature, thus reducing the lifting capacity

of saturated parcels. It is plausible that an increase in the

parcel latent energy could lift the clouds above the level

of clear-sky cooling and force the detraining anvil

temperature to be colder than normal. To achieve

greater parcel energy, we double the value of the latent

heat of fusion. We demonstrate that the additional

parcel energy does not go into further lifting, but instead

the extra energy goes into heating the atmosphere and

enhancing the stability. We show that this enhanced

stability is sufficient to reduce the cloud amounts at high

altitudes, but does not change the temperature at which

the cloud fraction peaks.

Finally, we seek to address the mesoscale circulation

between the nonconvective and convective regions and

its role in determining cloud-top temperature. The FAT

hypothesis asserts that the radiative cooling of water

vapor in the clear-sky determines the level at which anvil

clouds detrain. Following FAT, even if the convective

and nonconvective regions are separated from each

other by convection aggregation, the anvil detrainment

should continue to follow the radiatively driven mass

convergence in the clear sky. Aggregation is achieved

following Bretherton et al. (2005). We run this set of

experiments for the same sea surface temperatures used

above, and also make the modifications to water vapor

emissivity described above, to test if self-aggregated

convection behaves differently. We find aggregation

shows a strong coupling of the clear and convective re-

gions, supporting the FAT hypothesis.

Because the FAT hypothesis only makes predictions

for the upper-tropospheric tropical clouds, we will re-

strict our discussion to only this cloud type.

2. Model details and simulation design

The model used for this study is the System for At-

mospheric Modeling (SAM) version 6.7 cloud-resolving

model (Khairoutdinov and Randall 2003). The model

uses the anelastic equations of motion and has a doubly

periodic domain. The vertical grid is stretched with 96

levels, a rigid lid, and Newtonian damping in the upper

third to suppress wave reflection. A uniform, 96 km 3

96 km horizontal grid with 1-km resolution is used in

the base experiments. We change the horizontal grid

to 576 km 3 576 km with 3-km resolution for the self-

aggregation experiments. The prognostic thermody-

namic variables SAM uses are liquid water/ice moist

static energy, total nonprecipitating water (water vapor,

cloud water, and cloud ice), and total precipitating water

(rain, snow, and graupel). Monin–Obukhov similarity is

used for the surface flux computations. A Rapid and

Accurate Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) is used for

the radiative transfer calculation (Mlawer et al. 1997).

Note this radiative transfer model is different from that

used by Kuang and Hartmann (2007). All simulations

are run to radiative–convective equilibrium (RCE).
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We seek to change the radiative properties of water

vapor without directly changing the model-predicted

water vapor values. Under normal operation, the water

vapor concentration passed to the radiation code is

identical to the model-predicted water vapor. We change

the water vapor passed to the radiation code from the

model-predicted value to a value that is either reduced

or increased in the upper troposphere. The increase

(decrease) of water vapor has the effect of increasing

(decreasing) longwave emission in the upper tropo-

sphere. Essentially, adding or removing water vapor

produces the same effect as changing the absorption

bands of water vapor without having to rerun the line-

by-line calculations for the radiation code. Beer’s law

states that absorption and emission depend on the

product of the absorber amount with its absorption co-

efficient, so either can be changed to produce the desired

effect. The modifications to the radiative water vapor

concentration are explained further below. Note that

all microphysics calculations are done with the model-

predicted water vapor.

Unless specified otherwise, the stratospheric value

of water vapor is fixed at a constant 3.5 ppmv. In the

model, the stratosphere is considered to be all levels

above the cold point tropopause. The first simulation is

designed to reduce the ability of water vapor to cool in

the upper troposphere. Above a specified level, water

vapor is ramped down to the stratospheric value using

a half cosine function to smooth the transition as follows:

q
y,RAD 5 q

y,STRAT 1 H1(T)(q
y,MODEL 2 q

y,STRAT),

(2)

H1(T) 5
1

2

"
1 1 cos p

T 2 T1

Tcp 2 T1

 !#
, (3)

where qy,RAD is the water vapor passed to the radiation

code, qy,MODEL is the model-predicted water vapor,

qy,STRAT is the stratospheric water vapor value, Tcp is the

temperature at the cold point tropopause, and T1 is

a specified temperature to begin the transition in water

vapor. Simulations where water vapor was added in-

stead of removed were also performed. The form of the

addition modification is as follows:

q
y,RAD 5 q

y,STRAT 1 H2(T)(q
y,MODEL 2 q

y,STRAT)

1 K[1 2 H1(T)](q
y,MODEL 2 q

y,STRAT),

(4)

H2(T) 5
1

2

"
1 1 cos p

T 2 Tcp

T2 2 Tcp

 !#
, (5)

where H1(T) is the same as in Eq. (3), T2 is a specified

temperature to end the increase in water vapor, and K is

a factor by which to increase water vapor at the cold

point tropopause level. Figure 1 shows the water vapor

profiles resulting from the modifications described by

Eqs. (2) and (4).

Table 1 provides a description of each of the runs

performed for this study. For runs performed with the

96 km 3 96 km domain, the model takes 50 days to

reach RCE. Unless specifically noted otherwise, all fig-

ures will be temporally averaged spanning only the

times when the model is in RCE—these times are listed

in Table 1 in the ‘‘averaged days’’ column. Note that the

large domain experiments are run for a longer period to

allow the clouds to self-aggregate (this will be explained

in greater detail in section 8).

3. Moisture control of cloud temperature

Changes in sea surface temperature result in shifts

of the domain-averaged RCE temperature profile to

warmer moist adiabats. The temperature profile shift is

also accompanied by a shift in the cloud fraction profile.

The FAT hypothesis suggests that changes between

temperature profiles and cloud fraction profiles occur in

lockstep. In other words, the cloud fraction profile, as

a function of temperature, ought to remain fixed with

changing sea surface temperature. To demonstrate the

effect of sea surface temperature on cloud temperatures,

the cloud fraction profiles for three different sea surface

temperatures (28.58, 30.58, and 32.58C) are plotted as

functions of temperature (Fig. 2). As in Kuang and

FIG. 1. Water vapor modification diagram. The different lines

show the BASE (solid), REM (dashed), and ADD (dashed–dotted).

For both REM and ADD, T1 5 250 K, and for ADD T2 5 220 K

and K 5 2.
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Hartmann (2007), we consider a grid cell to be cloudy

if the nonprecipitating condensate concentration ex-

ceeds 1025 kg kg21. The sea surface temperature was

varied for each of the experiments listed in Table 1

(except for the BREM and BADD experiments dis-

cussed in Section 8).

Let us focus on the BASE experiments for a moment.

BASE in this case refers to runs using the model-predicted

water vapor for the radiative transfer calculations. As the

surface temperature warms, a slight decrease in cloud

fraction and a slight warming of the peak cloud fraction

occur. A similar result was shown for GCMs by Zelinka

and Hartmann (2010). They explained this change as

being due to the large increase in static stability in the

upper troposphere. We show in the next section that ozone

heating, which is not a function of temperature, exerts

a control on the stability. An increase in stability reduces the

vertical gradient of diabatic vertical velocity—see Eq. (1).

By mass continuity ($H � y 1 ›v/›p 5 0), increased

stability also weakens the horizontal mass convergence.

For the REM and ADD cases, increasing sea surface

temperature also decreases cloud fraction and causes

the clouds to detrain at a slightly warmer temperature.

These changes are smallest in the REM case since the

maximum cloud fraction is lower and farther away from

the influence of ozone heating.

We first demonstrate that we can change the tem-

perature at which the cloud fraction peaks by changing

the radiative cooling due to water vapor using the REM

and ADD modifications described above by Eqs. (2) and

(4), respectively. For the BASE, REM, and ADD cases,

the differences in cloud fraction profile as a function of

temperature are striking (see Fig. 3). The water vapor

removal (REM) shifts the peak cloud fraction (and hence,

the anvil detrainment) to warmer (;58C) temperatures

while the enhanced water vapor cooling likewise shifts

the peak cloud fraction to colder temperatures. The

above results suggest a strong connection between clear-

sky radiative cooling due to water vapor and cloud-top

temperature, as predicted by the FAT hypothesis. This

connection is illustrated by computing the radiatively

driven mass convergence for clear-sky conditions. We

calculate mass convergence using Eq. (1). We expect

that the clear-sky convergence profile caps the anvil

cloud detrainment. That is, where we see a rapid decline

in clear-sky convergence, we expect to see a coincident

decline in cloud fraction (see Fig. 3).

Looking at the right-side panel of Fig. 3, the clear-sky

convergence patterns show similar shifts to those of the

cloud fraction in the left-side panel. Again, the enhanced

water vapor (ADD) at upper levels is enough to shift the

convergence profile to lower temperatures, while the re-

duced water vapor (REM) shifts the radiatively driven

convergence profile to higher temperatures. It can be seen

that the cloud fraction profile is capped by strong clear-sky

convergence. Note that the maximum convergence does

not line up with the maximum in cloud fraction. The level

of maximum clear-sky convergence denotes the level

of anvil detrainment. The maximum in cloud fraction is

simply the level of largest cloud areal extent. Thin

clouds, forming in situ or detraining from convective

towers, have the largest areal extent.

TABLE 1. List of experiments. Water vapor removal/addition refers to alterations to the water vapor concentration passed to the

radiative transfer code. Note that all runs are performed for three different sea surface temperatures (28.58, 30.58, 32.58C) except for

experiments BREM and BADD (both done only at SST 5 28.58C; see section 8).

Name Domain size Resolution Duration

Averaged

days Description

BASE 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 No modification

REM 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 Water vapor removal; T1 5 250 K [see Eq. (2)]

ADD 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 Water vapor addition; T1 5 250 K; T2 5 220 K;

K 5 2 [see Eq. (4)]

H2Oonly 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 Zero out all radiatively active gases except water

vapor

zeroO3 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 Zero out only ozone

H2O1O3 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 Zero out all radiatively active gases except water

vapor and ozone

2xqv 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 Doubled stratospheric water vapor

INVCLD 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 Clouds invisible to radiative transfer model

2xLf 96 km 3 96 km 1 km 100 days 50–100 Doubled latent heat of fusion

BIG 576 km 3 576 km 3 km 125 days 75–125 Large domain, self-aggregated run

BREM 576 km 3 576 km 3 km 75 days 25–75 As in REM except large domain, self-aggregated;

initialized with end of BIG run so that

self-aggregation has already taken place

BADD 576 km 3 576 km 3 km 75 days 25–75 As in ADD except large domain, self-aggregated;

initialized with end of BIG run
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The convergence profiles exhibit similar shifts to

warmer temperatures with increasing sea surface temper-

ature (not shown) as do the cloud fraction profiles. The

shift due to increasing sea surface temperature is not

nearly as pronounced as that due to changes to the water

vapor. Also, a slight decrease of maximum convergence

strength with increasing sea surface temperatures occurs

(not shown). The changes in convergence with sea surface

temperature and the changes in cloud fraction with sea

surface temperature are consistent with the PHAT hy-

pothesis. Although we acknowledge that the cloud-top

temperatures are not fixed with changing sea surface

temperatures, the changes are small because the radiative

cooling of water vapor still largely controls the anvil cloud-

top temperatures. We demonstrate in section 4 that the

small cloud warming with increasing sea surface temper-

ature is associated with ozone heating, which is fixed to

pressure levels in these experiments.

We return now to the role of stability in changes in

cloud-top temperature (Chae and Sherwood 2010; Zelinka

and Hartmann 2010). The stability profiles from the

BASE, REM, and ADD experiments plotted as func-

tions of height can be seen in Fig. 4. It can be seen that

the large increase in static stability in the upper tropo-

sphere appears near the vertical level where the cloud

fraction decreases. The stability increases slightly with

increasing sea surface temperature for each experiment

(not shown).

For every case (BASE, REM, or ADD) and sea sur-

face temperature, all of the stability profiles show a tre-

mendous increase at temperatures colder than roughly

220 K (;11 km; see Fig. 4). To understand the behavior

of stability it is helpful to consider its equation:

s 5 2
T

u

›u

›p
5 2

›T

›p
1

Rd

cp

T

p
5

G 2 Gd

rg
, (6)

where Rd is the gas constant for dry air, cp is the specific

heat at constant pressure, G is the lapse rate, Gd is the dry

adiabatic lapse rate, r is the density, and g is the accel-

eration due to gravity. The rapid increase with de-

creasing temperature is partly a result of the use of

a pressure coordinate system. In height coordinates, the

stability is simply the difference between the actual

lapse rate G and the dry adiabatic lapse rate Gd. Clouds

occur where radiative cooling can keep the lapse rate

close to the adiabatic lapse rate. We consider in detail

what controls the stability of the upper troposphere in

our model as well as the real atmosphere. For example,

changes in dynamics or radiatively active gases other than

water vapor may play a role in the stability of the upper

troposphere. Ozone heating in the upper troposphere

FIG. 2. Cloud fraction presented as functions of temperature. For each plot, lines show runs for SST 5 28.58C (dashed), SST 5 30.58C

(solid), and SST 5 32.58C (dashed–dotted).
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increasingly drives a more stable lapse rate. Kuang and

Hartmann (2007) have already demonstrated that an

imposed large-scale vertical velocity of 0.3 mm s21 is

capable of weakening the stratification at heights above

the 220-K temperature level and cooling the anvil cloud-

top temperature by roughly 1 K. In the same study,

Kuang and Hartmann (2007) also doubled the carbon

dioxide concentrations and found no significant change

to the clouds. We perform additional experiments (out-

lined in Table 1) to expose the impacts of the radiatively

active gases other than water vapor.

4. The role of ozone, carbon dioxide, and
stratospheric water vapor

To investigate the role of gases other than water vapor

in controlling upper-tropospheric stability, we change

the concentrations of those gases within the model. The

RRTM radiation scheme specifies nine additional active

gases beyond water vapor: ozone, carbon dioxide, meth-

ane, nitrous oxide, oxygen, chlorofluorocarbon 11 (CFC-

11), CFC-12, CFC-22, and carbon tetrachloride (CCL-4).

In all simulations, all CFC and CCL concentrations are set

to zero. Water vapor is the only dynamic variable; that is,

all of the other gas concentrations are fixed in space and

time for all experiments. We make three distinct modifi-

cations to the radiatively active trace gases and perform

each of these experiments with the same three sea surface

temperatures used above. The three experiments—also

described in Table 1—are the following: H2Oonly, where

all radiatively active gas concentrations are zero except

water vapor; zeroO3, ozone concentrations set to zero;

and H2O 1 O3, zero out all radiatively active gases ex-

cept water vapor and ozone. The design of these experi-

ments is meant to separate the relative contributions

to the clear-sky convergence and cloud profiles from

ozone and carbon dioxide, which are believed to have

the strongest influences other than water vapor. Figure 5

shows the responses of cloud fraction and clear-sky con-

vergence profiles to changing the radiatively active gases.

We use the standard RRTM ozone profile. We note

the RRTM upper-tropospheric ozone concentrations

are higher than those found in ozonesonde data from the

tropics (Kley et al. 1996; Lawrence et al. 1999; Thompson

FIG. 3. Cloud fraction and clear-sky convergence shown for the BASE (solid), REM (dashed), and ADD (dashed–dotted)

runs. All plots show SST 5 28.58C.
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et al. 2011). As an additional sensitivity test, we construct

a new ozone profile using ozonesonde data from Fiji that

is part of the Southern Hemisphere Additional Ozone-

sondes (SHADOZ) program (Thompson et al. 2003). The

ozone profile is constructed as the mean of eight profiles,

that sampled both the troposphere and stratosphere,

taken on the following dates: 10 February, 16 March, 30

March, 14 April, 16 June, 27 June, 13 July, and 5 August,

all during 2011. The RRTM ozone profile has higher

ozone concentrations in the whole of the troposphere

(on the order of several parts per billion), but especially

in the range of 100–200 mb (on the order of hundreds of

parts per billion), the region of most concern. We find

that the clouds detrain at colder temperatures and have

more areal extent in the simulations with the lower

ozone concentrations from the SHADOZ data. This is

consistent with the hypothesis that ozone heating drives

a stable lapse rate that limits convection. The clouds still

detrain at warmer temperatures when the sea surface

temperature is increased even with the tropical ozone

profile, but the magnitude of the warming is less than in

the BASE simulations (;0.29 K between 28.58 and 32.58C

for BASE compared to ;0.20 K, for the tropical ozone

simulations).

In the H2Oonly experiment, water vapor is the only

radiatively active gas in the model. Without ozone and

carbon dioxide, we expect a pure FAT response from

the clouds. Figure 6 shows that indeed the cloud fraction

profiles show almost no response to varying sea surface

temperature when water vapor is the only radiatively

active gas. This insensitivity suggests that ozone or carbon

dioxide contribute significantly to the warming trend of

cloud tops with increasing SST in the BASE, REM, and

ADD experiments.

Comparing the zeroO3 and BASE experiments shows

the effect of ozone heating on warming the clouds and

reducing cloud fraction. The convergence profile sug-

gests ozone heating reduces the radiatively driven con-

vergence in the upper troposphere (see Fig. 5). The same

shift of the clouds to cooler temperatures is seen in both

experiments where ozone is removed: H2Oonly and

zeroO3. In this model, ozone is specified as a function of

pressure. Ozone heating increases the stability in the

upper troposphere, making the stability a function of

FIG. 4. Temperature, relative humidity (with respect to ice; using model-predicted water vapor for all three ex-

periments), clear-sky radiative heating, and static stability profiles shown as functions of height for BASE (solid),

REM (dashed), and ADD (dashed–dotted). All profiles show SST 5 28.58C.
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temperature and pressure where ozone heating is strong.

The pressure dependence of stability inhibits clouds

from ascending as high as they would under a pure FAT

scenario, leading to cloud detrainment occurring at

slightly warmer temperatures as the SST warms. In the

real atmosphere the ozone profile is not fixed. As the

tropical troposphere warms and expands, it is reasonable

to think that the ozone concentrations will be reduced at

the pressure levels that become part of the well-mixed

troposphere. Ozone destruction could reduce the warm-

ing of cloud-top temperatures in the warmest sea surface

temperature runs. Kuang and Hartmann (2007) inves-

tigated the impacts of shifting the ozone profile vertically.

They observed a change in the clouds only for shifts

downward, which were deemed unrealistic for the actual

tropics. They observed no change for a shift of the profile

upward. In our experiments, removing ozone allows the

cloud to rise to lower pressures nearly isothermally as the

sea surface temperature increases.

The H2O 1 O3 experiment further demonstrates the

effect of ozone. The inclusion of ozone is sufficient to

create the slight warming of clouds with increasing sea

surface temperature. Assuming the radiative effects of

nitrous oxide, oxygen, and methane are small, the H2O 1

O3 case also gives some insight into the effect of carbon

dioxide in our simulations. Figure 5 shows that carbon

dioxide warms the clouds. More specifically, Fig. 7 shows

that the presence of carbon dioxide keeps the cold point

from getting as cold as when carbon dioxide is removed

(cf. BASE with H2O 1 O3). Thus, the upper troposphere

is actually less stable without carbon dioxide than with it.

This interpretation is consistent with the increase in radi-

atively driven convergence at higher altitudes when car-

bon dioxide is removed. The decrease in stability allows

the clouds to rise to colder temperatures. While the upper

troposphere is colder, the stratosphere is substantially

warmer without carbon dioxide present as expected.

Stratospheric water vapor concentrations are largely

controlled by the cold point temperature and methane

chemistry (Solomon et al. 2010). The cold point tempera-

ture is sensitive to sea surface temperature, ozone, and

large-scale ascent (Oman et al. 2008) as well as convection

FIG. 5. Cloud fraction and clear-sky convergence shown for H2Oonly (dashed), zeroO3 (dashed–dotted), H2O1O3

(dotted), and BASE (solid) runs. All plots show SST 5 28.58C.
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(Kuang and Bretherton 2004). Because our model does not

include a Brewer–Dobson circulation or methane chemis-

try, we cannot accurately predict the stratospheric water

vapor value, so fixing its concentration for these experi-

ments is necessary. As a simple test of the role of strato-

spheric water vapor, we double its concentration to 7 ppmv.

Clouds in the 2xqv experiment detrain at a slightly warmer

temperature than the BASE experiment (not shown).

Kuang and Hartmann (2007) also performed a doubled

stratospheric water vapor experiment (using a different

radiative transfer code than we use). Their results show

a similar slight warming of the clouds due to the increased

water vapor.

5. Radiative effects of cloud

We next investigate the clouds’ radiative impact on

their own evolution in our model. To do this, we remove

the effect of cloud on radiative transfer. In the INVCLD

simulations, the clear-sky flux and heating rate calcula-

tions are used to compute the tendencies for liquid water/

ice moist static energy—the model’s prognostic energy

quantity. In other words, the clouds do not contribute to

the radiative heating in the model. If the detrainment

level of the clouds does not align with the clear-sky con-

vergence level when the clouds are invisible, then the

radiative interaction of the clouds must be an important

factor in determining that level. Again, we specify the

same three sea surface temperatures for this experiment

and examine the temperature profiles of the cloud frac-

tion and clear-sky convergence. We find that the cloud

levels remain consistent with that of the clear-sky conver-

gence. Also, the cloud-top temperatures for the INVCLD

are similar to those of the BASE experiments. Two pos-

sible explanations for the insensitivity of the cloud-top

temperature to radiative effects of clouds immediately

come to mind. First, clouds only appear where clear-sky

radiative convergence drives cloud formation, so clouds

cannot change their detrainment level. Second, whatever

radiative impact clouds may have is being canceled by

something else. McFarlane et al. (2007) have shown that

clouds have nonnegligible heating rates in the upper tro-

posphere and it is reasonable to expect that these heating

rates influence the clear-sky region. In the model, clear-

sky cooling increases when the radiative effects of clouds

are eliminated, seen in Fig. 8. This additional cooling,

however, is balanced by a strengthening of stability, which

results in the convergence, and hence the clouds, re-

maining at the same level. It is perhaps not surprising that

the clouds have little effect on their detrainment tem-

perature in this model simply because the cloud fraction is

small. The total cloud cover of clouds with tops colder

FIG. 6. Cloud fraction presented as functions of temperature. For each plot, lines show runs for SST 5 28.58C (dashed), SST 5 30.58C

(solid), and SST 5 32.58C (dashed–dotted). BASE, SST 5 28.58C (gray, solid) is shown for comparison.
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than 265 K is about 0.12 for the BASE experiment with

SST 5 28.58C. High cloud (tops higher than 440 mb)

fraction is roughly 40%–50% in convective regions esti-

mated from MODIS satellite retrievals (Hong et al.

2007).

The cloud fraction for the INVCLD experiment de-

creases compared to the BASE experiment. To investigate

this effect further, we split the cloud fraction into three

optical depth (t) categories as in Kubar et al. (2007): thin

(t , 4), anvil (4 , t , 3), and thick (t . 32). Looking at

Fig. 9 it is apparent that the INVCLD experiment has fewer

thin clouds than the BASE experiment. The thick and anvil

cloud fractions are greater for the INVCLD experiments,

suggesting something is inhibiting the clouds from spread-

ing and thinning out. Garrett et al. (2005) proposed ab-

sorption of thermal radiation at cloud base and emission at

cloud top spread anvil cirrus by creating density currents in

the cloud. The spread they calculated using this method

matched the Cirrus Regional Study of Tropical Anvils

and Cirrus Layers–Florida Area Cirrus Experiment

(CRYSTAL-FACE) observations (Garrett et al. 2005).

Cirrus were shown to spread in a cloud-resolving model

because of thermal radiation absorption at cloud base and

emission at cloud top (Krueger and Zulauf 2005; Garrett

et al. 2006). Tropical tropopause layer (TTL) cirrus have

been shown to self-maintain themselves through radiative

interactions (Durran et al. 2009; Dinh et al. 2010). Durran

et al. (2009) showed that the radiative heating of thin TTL

cirrus causes them to rise, and the resulting circulation,

pulling air in toward the bottom and pushing air out

toward the top, spreads the cloud. In the INVCLD ex-

periment, we remove the heating and cooling for the cloud

and thus remove the mechanisms for forming (Garrett

et al. 2005) and maintaining (Durran et al. 2009) a larger

fractional coverage of thin cirrus. Although our model has

coarser resolution than the models used by Garrett et al.

(2005) or Durran et al. (2009), their results are in agree-

ment with those from our INVCLD experiment.

6. Cloud-weighted temperature

We quantify the changes in the profiles by determining

the cloud-weighted and convergence-weighted tempera-

tures. This is done similar to Kubar et al. (2007):

FIG. 7. Temperature, relative humidity (with respect to ice), clear-sky radiative heating, and static stability profiles

shown as functions of height for BASE (solid), H2Oonly (dashed), zeroO3 (dashed–dotted), and H2O1O3 (dotted)

runs. All profiles show SST 5 28.58C.
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Tc 5

ð245K

T
cp

C 3 T dT

ð245K

T
cp

C dT

. (7)

Here, C is replaced with either the convergence or

cloud fraction profile and Tcp is the cold point tropo-

pause temperature. The upper limit is arbitrary. We select

245 K because it corresponds roughly to the level where

longwave cooling begins to decline toward zero in our

model.

The cloud-fraction-weighted temperatures are plotted

with respect to their corresponding convergence-weighted

temperatures in Fig. 10. The weighted temperature

captures more than just the cloud tops, since the cloud

fraction is weighted lower in the cloud and clear-sky

convergence marks the top of the well-mixed convective

FIG. 8. BASE (solid, gray) and INVCLD (dashed, black) profiles for (left) clear-sky convergence, (middle) clear-sky radiative heating,

(right) static stability. All plots show SST 5 28.58C.

FIG. 9. Cloud fraction separated by optical depth bins: thin (t , 4), anvil (4 , t , 32), and thick (t . 32). Both plots

show SST 5 28.58C.
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layer and the beginning of the TTL. Thus, it should not

be expected that Tconv 5 Tcld. Nonetheless, we expect

that convergence-weighted and cloud-fraction-weighted

temperatures will change in parallel. For example, in-

creases (decreases) in water vapor’s ability to cool the

atmosphere lead to lower (higher) weighted temperatures.

Figure 10 shows warming of the clouds with increasing sea

surface temperature for all of the experiments with ozone,

and unchanging cloud temperatures with increasing SST

for those experiments without ozone. For example, the

H2Oonly case varies the least for both convergence- and

cloud-weighted temperature (,0.58C) while the cases with

ozone vary by about 28C for a 48C change in SST.

Table 2 shows the differences in the weighted tem-

peratures between SST 5 32.58C and SST 5 28.58C for

each experiment. The increase in convergence-weighted

and cloud-weighted temperatures are smallest for the

experiments without ozone and in the case with doubled

stratospheric water vapor. BASE has a small change in

cloud-weighted temperature as well. The final column of

Table 2 shows the change in the temperature where the

domain-mean cloud fraction is highest (for high cloud

only). Table 2 shows an increase in temperature of the

cloud fraction peak of about 1.5–2 K for all experiments

except H2Oonly and BIG.

We next address whether there is statistical significance

of the differences between cloud fraction profiles for dif-

ferent sea surface temperatures. The model output cloud

fraction profiles are averaged over 2.5 days. The autocor-

relation of each 2.5-day mean is used to get the effective

number of degrees of freedom following Bretherton et al.

(1999). A t statistic is then used to attribute significance

at the 95% level. For most experiments, a 48 change in

SST creates a significant difference in cloud fraction,

while a 28 change in SST does not (not shown). The

experiments that show no difference for all three sea

surface temperatures are those without ozone

(H2Oonly and zeroO3), 2xqv, and BIG. The upper-

tropospheric cloud temperatures are invariant to sea

surface temperature when ozone is not present in the

simulation, as expected.

7. Latent heating

So far we have limited the discussion to changes in the

radiative heating caused by changes in concentrations of

radiatively active gases and the radiative effects of clouds.

We now test whether we can change the cloud tempera-

ture by modifying the latent energy available to raise

parcels. Condensational heating decreases with the sat-

uration vapor pressure in the cold upper troposphere. By

giving parcels greater energy, we test whether a drop off

in condensational heating controls cloud-top tempera-

ture, rather than the radiative relaxation.

In the 2xLf experiments, everything is identical to the

BASE experiments except that we double the latent

heat of fusion. The cloud profile does not shift to colder

temperatures. In fact, it shifts to slightly warmer tem-

peratures, as compared to BASE, mostly because the

cloud fraction decreases in the upper troposphere (not

shown). The same increase in cloud-top temperature

with increasing sea surface temperature is seen with the

2xLf experiment (Fig. 11). Moreover, static stability in-

creases compared to the BASE runs resulting from the

greater release of latent heat per unit of condensation.

This causes the radiatively driven convergence to de-

crease and its profile to shift toward warmer temperatures

(not shown), leading to warmer anvil tops with lower

fractional cloud cover. Thus, a decrease in latent heating

as the air becomes colder higher up in the troposphere

FIG. 10. Convergence-weighted temperature on the x axis; cloud

fraction-weighted temperature on y axis. For all symbols, the

shading corresponds to SST 5 28.58C (black), SST 5 30.58C (gray),

SST 5 32.58C (white).

TABLE 2. Difference in cloud-weighted temperature (DTcld),

convergence-weighted temperature (DTconv), and temperature of the

cloud fraction peak (Peak CT) between SST 5 32.58C and SST 5

28.58C.

Experiment DTcld DTconv Peak CT

BASE 0.29 1.36 1.98

REM 1.00 1.07 1.53

ADD 0.93 1.19 2.03

H2Oonly 0.26 0.58 20.81

zeroO3 20.59 0.15 1.72

H2O1O3 1.17 1.27 1.98

2xqv 0.09 1.15 1.82

INVCLD 0.74 1.36 1.66

2xLf 1.01 1.42 1.97

BIG 0.33 1.20 21.41
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does not seem to be the reason that anvil clouds have

a nearly constant temperature in these simulations. The

invariance of the detrainment temperature of the clouds

to the latent heat of fusion is consistent with the notion

that cooling by radiative emission to maintain a con-

vectively favorable environment is the primary control

of cloud temperature in the tropical upper troposphere.

8. Self-aggregation of clouds

We have relied on the conceptual model of a dynamic

circulation between the clear- and cloudy-sky regions as

described by Hartmann and Larson (2002), yet the small

model domain with its random, ‘‘popcorn’’ convection

pattern does not show a well-organized circulation pat-

tern. We can create an organized circulation in the model

if we allow self-aggregation of the clouds to occur. It has

been shown in models that RCE can be maintained while

cumulus convection self-aggregates or bunches together

in the domain (Held et al. 1993; Bretherton et al. 2005).

The process of self-aggregation causes the domain to shift

to a higher moist adiabat (than in the unaggregated case)

because of the higher moist static energy air in the

boundary layer of the convective region as shown by

Bretherton et al. (2005). Self-aggregation also causes a

drying of the nonconvective region. One might expect that

this drying could have a similar effect to the REM ex-

periment. Held et al. (1993) explained self-aggregation

through the memory convection leaves in the moisture

field, in which future convection rises more easily where

midtropospheric moisture is higher. The self-aggregation

anomaly is sensitive to a number of factors [many of which

are outlined by Bretherton et al. (2005)]. For example,

changing domain size and resolution is sufficient to de-

termine whether self-aggregation occurs. Self-aggregation

does not occur in the SAM model with the 96 km 3

96 km domain and 1-km resolution. Following Bretherton

et al. (2005), we achieve self-aggregation using a domain

size of 576 km 3 576 km with 3-km resolution. Self-

aggregation has direct parallels to the intertropical con-

vergence zone (ITCZ), in that a large-scale circulation

occurs between the clear- and cloudy-sky regions with

subsidence in the clear-sky region and rising motion in

the cloudy-sky region.

The self-aggregation process occurs during model

spinup, but requires a longer spinup time (75 days) than

the small domain experiments (50 days) shown in previous

sections (see Table 1). With self-aggregation occurring in

the model, we apply the same removing and adding of

water vapor [see Eqs. (2) and (4), respectively]. To save

computation time, the modification experiments—BREM

and BADD (the same as REM and ADD, respectively,

but for an aggregated cloud field)—are initialized with the

end of the BIG experiment such that the clouds are al-

ready aggregated. The adjustment to a new radiative–

convective equilibrium profile takes 25 days. The model is

run an additional 50 days for the statistical profiles shown.

Self-aggregation causes the clouds to rise to higher

altitudes. The domain-mean cloud fraction, however, is

smaller for the self-aggregated experiments compared

to the nonaggregated ones. While the BIG experiments

with sea surface temperatures of 30.58 and 32.58C showed

the same near constancy of cloud-weighted temperature

with SST as the BASE case (Fig. 10), the cloud fraction

profiles do not show an increase of cloud-top temperature

for increasing SST (see Fig. 12). The increase in cloud-

weighted temperature is due to an increase in midlevel

clouds, relative to the peak amount, which biases the

weighted temperature value. The BREM and BADD

experiments behave like the REM and ADD experiments:

the clouds detrain at warmer temperatures in the BREM

experiments and colder temperatures in the BADD ex-

periment.

We also examine the humidity profiles between the

moist and dry regions to see if there is any evidence that

the drying of the clear-sky region is influencing the cloud

temperature. To sample the wet and dry regions, we

divide the domain into a 16 3 16 horizontal grid and take

the wettest and driest quartiles of that grid. Here,

‘‘wettest’’ and ‘‘driest’’ are the highest and lowest mean

water vapor paths, respectively. Though the dry region

has substantially less water vapor in the midtroposphere,

the water vapor profiles of the wet and dry regions

converge in the upper troposphere (not shown). The

uniform upper-level humidity suggests that detrainment

FIG. 11. Cloud fraction presented as functions of temperature for

2xLf case. Lines show runs for SST 5 28.58C (dashed), SST 5

30.58C (solid), and SST 5 32.58C (dashed–dotted). BASE, SST 5

28.58C (gray, solid) is shown for comparison.
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and advection of water from the convective region covers

the entire domain. Water vapor advected to the clear-sky

region allows for stronger cooling in the upper tropo-

sphere. The temperature and stability profiles in the clear

and convective regions are identical because of gravity

waves (‘‘convective adjustment’’).

Figure 13 shows the mass fluxes (calculated simply as

the product of vertical velocity and density for each grid

space) for the BIG experiments compared with BASE.

Mass fluxes are averaged over cloudy columns as well as

the unsaturated environment (the mass fluxes are equal

and opposite by construction since no mass leaves or

enters the model domain). A cloudy column is one such

that the column-averaged cloud (water 1 ice) amount

surpasses 5 3 1024 kg kg21 (roughly twice the domain-

averaged column amount). While the mass flux in the

middle troposphere is less in the self-aggregated experi-

ment compared to BASE, it is greater in the upper tro-

posphere near the cold point tropopause. Less mass flux

shows that the organized large-scale circulation (with the

updrafts grouped together and subsidence region sur-

rounding them) in the aggregated cloud field is weaker

than the mesoscale circulations (the unorganized updraft

and subsidence regions in the small domain simulations)

created in the nonaggregated experiments. Changing the

threshold used for determining the cloudy skies did not

qualitatively alter the results. The local maximum in mass

flux at ;10 km in the BASE case suggests a secondary

circulation. For the mass flux to increase with altitude, the

vertical velocity must also increase with altitude—since

density decreases. An increasing vertical velocity suggests

convergence in the horizontal (note that this convergence

is in the cloudy sky and is below the level of anvil de-

trainment). The BIG mass flux profiles suggest that con-

vection regularly approaches the height of the cold point

when aggregated (14, 15, and 16 km for SST 5 28.58,

30.58, and 32.58C, respectively). Overshooting convection

can warm the cold point by mixing down high potential

energy air. The cold point temperature is 5 K warmer in

the BIG experiment than for the BASE experiment. The

warmer upper-tropospheric temperatures in the aggre-

gated experiment allow for greater water vapor cooling.

Stronger water vapor cooling cancels the ozone warming

to make the clouds rise isothermally in our aggregated

experiments in response to SST increases.

9. Conclusions

The sensitivity of tropical cloud-top temperature to

radiative cooling by water vapor is tested using the SAM

3D cloud-resolving model. We demonstrate that changes

in the ability of water vapor to cool the air have a direct

influence on the cloud-top temperature. Weakened

cooling increases cloud-top temperatures, and strength-

ened cooling decreases cloud-top temperatures. These

results agree with expectations from the Fixed Anvil

Temperature (FAT) hypothesis proposed by Hartmann

and Larson (2002) as well as model results from Kuang

and Hartmann (2007) and observations by Kubar et al.

(2007). Cloud-top temperature is shown to be nearly in-

sensitive to sea surface temperature. A slight warming of

the clouds is shown for increasing sea surface tempera-

tures, attributed to an increase in static stability in the

FIG. 12. Cloud fraction presented as functions of temperature for

the BIG case. Lines show runs for SST 5 28.58C (dashed), SST 5

30.58C (solid), and SST 5 32.58C (dashed–dotted). BASE, SST 5

28.58C (gray, solid) is shown for comparison.

FIG. 13. Mass fluxes for cloudy (positive) and unsaturated envi-

ronment (negative) presented as functions of height for BIG case.

Lines show runs for SST 5 28.58C (dashed), SST 5 30.58C (solid),

and SST 5 32.58C (dashed–dotted). BASE, SST 5 28.58C (gray,

solid) is shown for comparison.
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upper troposphere [which agrees with observations from

Chae and Sherwood (2010) as well as an analysis of GCM

results by Zelinka and Hartmann (2010)]. A slight de-

crease of cloud fraction is also shown for increasing sea

surface temperatures. The responses to sea surface tem-

perature changes are minor compared to those due to

changes in radiative cooling by water vapor, suggesting

water vapor cooling controls the cloud-top temperature.

This produces a positive longwave cloud feedback since

cloud emission temperature remains roughly constant as

the surface warms.

The radiative impacts of ozone, carbon dioxide, and

the clouds are shown to be secondary to that of water

vapor. The simulations with and without ozone suggest

that the stability increase caused by radiative heating of

ozone causes the slight warming of the clouds observed

with increasing sea surface temperature. Carbon dioxide

increases the stability of the upper troposphere, causing

clouds to detrain at warmer temperatures. Cloud radi-

ative heating has little effect on determining the tem-

perature of anvil detrainment in our experiments. While

the rapid decline with height in water vapor in the upper

troposphere is shown to have the strongest influence on

the heating and stability profile, stratospheric water vapor

plays a nontrivial role in determining the heating profile

as well as the stability of the upper tropical troposphere.

Further experiments test if declining condensational

heating is a strong constraint on cloud-top temperature.

Doubling the latent heat of fusion stabilizes the upper-

most layers of the troposphere, inhibiting convection

from reaching temperatures as cold as those seen in the

BASE simulations, and reducing the high cloud amount.

With a large domain, convection is able to self-aggregate,

but the weak sensitivity of cloud temperatures to surface

temperature is very similar to that of the unaggregated

cases. In the presence of an organized circulation, such

as that caused by the simulation reaching a state of self-

aggregation, the same control of cloud-top temperature

by emission from water vapor remains. In fact, convective

organization creates a stronger coupling of the clear- and

cloudy-sky regions keeping the clouds at a fixed tem-

perature. The circulation’s effect on the clouds is stronger

than the small heating because of fixed ozone seen in the

unaggregated experiments.

For our simulations, changing sea surface temperature

warms the clouds because the ozone profile is a fixed

function of pressure. A fixed ozone profile is probably

not a realistic feature of the tropics. The effect of ozone

may change as the troposphere warms and expands and

vertical mixing reduces ozone concentrations at pres-

sure levels that become part of the well-mixed tropo-

sphere (Kley et al. 1996). The simulations using the ozone

profile constructed from SHADOZ data also show that

lowering upper-tropospheric ozone concentrations causes

the clouds to detrain at colder temperatures. Increasing

stratospheric water vapor increases the cloud-top tem-

perature in our simulations. Stratospheric water vapor (as

measured by balloon over Boulder, Colorado) has in-

creased since 1980 (Hurst et al. 2011). However, the in-

crease is not monotonic and there are multiple periods of

decrease in the record. Our model does not include any

supradomain-scale (outside of the domain of the simula-

tion) circulation, but we know that adiabatic processes can

influence the stability as well as the cold point tropopause

temperature. In addition, large-scale motions can change

the humidity profile of the atmosphere, and thus, the ra-

diative cooling profile. Quantifying the effects of factors

beyond our RCE model to the clear-sky convergence will

be important for determining the energy budget of the

tropics.
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